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Introducing actionable analytics
Actionable analytics - is using realtime intel to immediately impact how individuals (contacts)
and organisations (accounts) interact with your brands, and how you engage with them
No data & interaction silos - This means going beyond having siloed data, and having a
centralised Audience CRM with seamlessly integrated campaigns and front ends. To achieve
this - minimise the number of platforms and integrate them realtime (but not through
JavaScript)
Key tools - Audience CRM, realtime data, fully integrated front end, engagement wall,
message and ad campaigns, events, sales and marketing automation
Key automations - capturing permissions, capturing demographics, tagging interests (topics),
adding to lists, moving down (or escaping) funnels, targeting with content, controlling access,
routing the interactions

Actionable Intelligence, see activity and act on it

Company Intel - combined Intel from all of their activities to drive engagement and conversion

Diving into actionable analytics
Automated segmentation - start with the audience and their interests / taxonomy (topics), define key
segmentations, define key funnels (landing pages & workflows), define campaigns, define KPIs, timestamp
everything, make sure this can all be captured & stored automatically
Only human - it’s crucial to differentiate between humans and bots for the best accuracy. Up to 95% of views are bots
and can completely skew stats
Audience CRM - provides all the intel in context, and allows you to create new target lists, segments and groups on
the fly based on the audience activity and engagement
Misconceptions - intel is useful in silos | intel only useful for message campaigns | daily / weekly sync is enough |
JavaScript is a good option / can just add a plugin | can always integrate through APIs | it is possible to add GDPR
compliance later | it is possible to just add a new product / team member | each team / brand should have own
topics
Common Questions - what team setup do we need | what technologies can we use (what should we look for)? how
do we define the taxonomy? How do we bake this into our Workflow / CRM? How can we on-board this? What
works / doesn’t work?
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